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8 WEEK BODYWEIGHT STRENGTH PROGRAM FOR BASKETBALL PLAYERS

Introduction
Congratulations on taking an important step in maximizing your potential for success on the basketball court.
Your effort and dedication, combined with the information in this program, will help you implement a sound and
productive strength program – without any equipment!
The importance of strength is quite evident in the sport of basketball. The days of just playing pick-up at the
gym are over. It is important to participate in a truly comprehensive strength training program in order to
improve performance on the court. Your strength program lays the foundation for your success.
The central purpose of this training program is to decrease the occurrence of injury. Basketball is very
physically demanding and is most certainly a contact sport. Making the muscles, ligaments, and tendons of
the body stronger will lessen the chance and/or severity of an injury (such as a pulled groin or rolled ankle),
and keep a player on the court where they belong. In addition, a properly implemented training program can
improve overall performance. A player will be able to run faster, jump higher, and box out stronger! Therefore,
they will be able to perform their basketball skills at a higher level, with more efficiency, and perform them for
longer (without the onset of fatigue).
The goal of this program is to provide a day-by-day, safe, efficient, and productive pre-season training program
for players and teams of all levels. Both male and female players, ages 13 and older, can utilize the principles
and guidelines in this program.

Warm-up
Prior to beginning these workouts, it is important to go through a proper warm-up to reduce the chance of
injury. Don’t confuse warming up with stretching, as they are two completely separate activities. The warm-up
will consist of low intensity movements that involve most of the muscles in the body. The goal of the warm-up
is to raise the body’s core temperature a few degrees in order to increase blood flow to the muscles and loosen
up the joints. This will help prepare the body and mind for the workout to follow. The warm-up won’t take very
long, but is very important.

Dynamic Flexibility
Dynamic flexibility is the superior way to prepare, as it is more effective, focused, and productive than sitting
and stretching. This dynamic flexibility exercises in this program will increase your active range of motion.
There are several benefits to performing dynamic movements over a more traditional “sit and stretch” routine.
First, by continuing to move, you ensure the body and muscles stay warm throughout this process. Many
players will lose the 2-3 degree increase in core temperature by sitting and stretching for 10-15 minutes.
Dynamic flexibility, when performed appropriately, prepares the muscles and joints in a more specific manner
than static stretching. Given that the workout is going to consist of dynamic movements – it is important to
prepare the body in a similar manner. These dynamic flexibility exercises also help with coordination, motor
skills, and the ability to jumpstart the central nervous system. These traits are invaluable with younger athletes
who are still learning how to control their bodies in space. For more in depth information on flexibility, we
recommend the Pre / Post Practice Stretches PDF available at Shop.StrongerTeam.com.
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Pre-Hab
Re-hab, or rehabilitation, is a series of exercises done after a player is injured, in an effort to get them back in
playing condition. Therefore, pre-hab, is a term coined to describe a series of exercises done before a player
may be injured, as a proactive means to reduce the risk and overall severity of an injury. This is done by
strengthening specific muscle groups and joints. The ankle is the single most injured area for basketball
players. Ankle sprains can happen from landing on another player’s foot or having it roll over during a sharp
cut. A severe ankle sprain can debilitate a player for several months. This program includes a series of prehab exercises to strengthen the ankle and foot.

Core Training
The core consists of everything from the armpits to the kneecaps. This includes the abdominals, low back,
oblique’s, hips, and glutes (butt). The core is the center of all movement, which means core training is
extremely important for basketball players. A strong core may help prevent hip and lower back injuries (which
are especially common among taller players), as well as enhance performance (such as improving a player’s
vertical jumping ability and lateral movement). We have selected core exercises that train the core in all 3
planes of motion as well as from a variety of angles. For more in depth information on core training, we
recommend the Medicine Ball Workouts and On Court Strength Workout PDF’s available at
Shop.StrongerTeam.com.

Strength Training
Safety, time efficiency, and intensity are the backbone of this training program. Our main focus is to facilitate
improvement in muscular strength and potential for power without the use of standard equipment. By making
the tendons, ligaments, and muscles of the body stronger, you will decrease the likelihood of sustaining an
injury. Further, you will improve performance on the court. The stronger a player is the more force they can
produce. The more force they can produce, the higher they can jump and the faster they can run.
Our goal is to minimize risk within the training atmosphere. We have chosen the safest exercises available but
still recommend that all workouts are properly supervised (we recommend the use of a spotter for a majority of
the exercises). Players should always perfect technique to get the most out of each exercise. Additionally,
players should perform every movement in a slow, controlled, and deliberate fashion, with special emphasis
focused on the lower portion.
Time is a precious commodity. Therefore, the goal of this strength program is to get the best results possible
in the shortest amount of time. Why should you spend ten hours per week strength training if you can attain
equal results in just three hours per week? Those seven hours would be better invested in working on
fundamentals! We have chosen to use a limited number of sets and exercises during each workout, while
minimizing rest intervals to induce an overall conditioning effect. This will make each workout brief, but
intense!
Intensity is the most important controllable factor in determining results. Below a certain level of intensity,
strength training will have very little benefit. Intensity is the level of effort exerted by the player. If a player is
capable of doing 10 pull-ups and they only do 8, the exercise was clearly not as intense as it could have been.
Therefore, it is recommended each set is taken close to the point of momentary muscular fatigue; the point at
which no additional reps can be safely completed because the exercise becomes so challenging.
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Age
A person’s chronological age does not always mirror their physical and mental maturity. Some 12 year olds
look 22 and some 22 year olds look 12! So regarding a specific players’ individual readiness to participate in
this comprehensive strength program, we recommend you get the approval of a qualified professional.
However, for the most part, we are very confident this program is appropriate for a majority of players ages 13
and older.

Rest
We recommend you rest as long as you feel necessary in between each set and exercise. Initially this may be
as much as 2-3 minutes, but over time, as you get in better basketball shape, you will be able to reduce your
rest to :30-:45. Ideally you rest intervals will continue to get shorter as the season approaches. This
“metabolic” conditioning will help you on the court!
IMPORTANT: This training program only addresses the strength portion of your program. Agility, conditioning,
skill work (ball handling and shooting in particular) and organized, structured, and supervised pick-up games
are the most important portion of player development. No matter how strong a player is, if they can’t
shoot, dribble, pass, rebound or defend….they won’t have much success on the court!
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Workout: Month 1 - Day 1
Activity

Week 1



Week 2



Week 3



Week 4



Dynamic Flexibility: Knee Hugs, Quad Stretch, Standing Groin Stretch, Horizontal Leg Swings, Inchworm, Overhead Forward Lunge, Over the Fence

Warm-Up

Squat Series (Normal, Wide, Split, Narrow)

5 Reps Each Position



5 Reps Each Position



5 Reps Each Position



5 Reps Each Position



Pushup Series (Normal, Wide, Split, Narrow)

3 Reps Each Position



3 Reps Each Position



3 Reps Each Position



3 Reps Each Position



10 Reps



10 Reps



10 Reps



10 Reps



5 Reps Each Hand



5 Reps Each Hand



5 Reps Each Hand



5 Reps Each Hand

Crab Position Hip Raises
Pushup Core (3 Moves)



Weeks 1 and 2: Perform 3 Rounds of each exercise consecutively. Rest 30 seconds to 1 minute between exercises. Weeks 3
and 4: Perform 4 Rounds. Rest 15-30 seconds between exercises.

Resistance
Training

1A) Prisoner Squats

10 Reps



15 Reps



10 Reps



15 Reps



1B) Pushups

10 Reps



15 Reps



10 Reps



15 Reps



5-10 Reps



Increase 1-2 Reps



Increase 1-2 Reps



Increase 1-2 Reps



1C) Chin-ups (or Negatives)

Weeks 1 and 2: Perform 2 Rounds of each exercise consecutively. Rest 30 seconds to 1 minute between exercises. Weeks
3 and 4: Perform 3 Rounds. Rest 15-30 seconds between exercises.
10 Reps



15 Reps



10 Reps



15 Reps



2B) Dips (or Negatives)

5-10 Reps



Increase 1-2 Reps



Increase 1-2 Reps



Increase 1-2 Reps



2C) Inverted Row

8-10 Reps



10-12 Reps



8-10 Reps



10-12 Reps



2A) Lateral Step-ups (Each Leg)
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Workout: Month 1 - Day 2
Activity

Week 1



Week 2



Week 3



Week 4



Dynamic Flexibility: Quad Stretch, Frankenstein March, Shin Grabs, Side to Side Lunges, Low Lunges, Hip Circles, Pointers

Warm-Up

Squat Series (Normal, Wide, Split, Narrow)

5 Reps Each Position



5 Reps Each Position



5 Reps Each Position



5 Reps Each Position



Pushup Series (Normal, Wide, Split, Narrow)

3 Reps Each Position



3 Reps Each Position



3 Reps Each Position



3 Reps Each Position



10 Reps



10 Reps



10 Reps



10 Reps



5 Reps Each Hand



5 Reps Each Hand



5 Reps Each Hand



5 Reps Each Hand



Crab Position Hip Raises
Pushup Core (3 Moves)

Weeks 1 and 2: Perform 2 Rounds of each exercise consecutively. Rest 30 seconds to 1 minute between exercises. Weeks
3 and 4: Perform 3 Rounds. Rest 15-30 seconds between exercises.
1A) Split Squats
1B) Pushup Wall Walk
1C) Inverted Row

Resistance
Training

8 Reps



10 Reps



8 Reps



10 Reps



1-3 Reps



Increase by 1 Rep



Increase by 1 Rep



Increase by 1 Rep



8-10 Reps



10-12 Reps



8-10 Reps



10-12 Reps



Weeks 1 and 2: Perform 2 Rounds of each exercise consecutively. Rest 30 seconds to 1 minute between exercises. Weeks
3 and 4: Perform 3 Rounds. Rest 15-30 seconds between exercises.
2A) Lateral Squats
2B) Pull-ups (or Negatives)
2C) Basketball Pushups (1 Ball)

8 Reps



10 Reps



8 Reps



10 Reps



4-8 Reps



Increase by 1-2 Reps



4-8 Reps



Increase by 1-2 Reps



10 Reps



12 Reps



10 Reps



12 Reps



Weeks 1 and 2: Perform 2 Rounds of each exercise consecutively. Rest 30 seconds to 1 minute between exercises. Weeks
3 and 4: Perform 3 Rounds. Rest 15-30 seconds between exercises.
3A) 135 degree squats
3B) Crawling (Forward and Backwards)

8 Reps



10 Reps



8 Reps



10 Reps



30 Seconds



45 Seconds



30 Seconds



45 Seconds
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Workout: Month 2- Day 1
Activity

Week 1



Week 2



Week 3



Week 4



Dynamic Flexibility: Knee Hugs, Quad Stretch, Standing Groin Stretch, Horizontal Leg Swings, Inchworm, Overhead Forward Lunge, Over the Fence

Warm-Up

Squat Series (Normal, Wide, Split, Narrow)

5 Reps Each Position



8 Reps Each Position



2 Sets of 5 Reps
Each Position



2 Sets of 8 Reps
Each Position



Pushup Series (Normal, Wide, Split, Narrow)

3 Reps Each Position



5 Reps Each Position



2 Sets of 3 Reps
Each Position



2 Sets of 5 Reps
Each Position



10 Reps



15 Reps



2 Sets of10 Reps



2 Sets of 15 Reps



5 Reps Each Hand



8 Reps Each Hand



2 Sets of 5 Reps
Each Hand



2 Sets of 8 Reps
Each Hand

Crab Position Single Leg Hip Raises (Each
Leg)
Pushup Core (3 Moves)



Weeks 1 and 2: Perform 3 Rounds of each exercise consecutively. Rest 30 seconds to 1 minute between exercises. Weeks 3
and 4: Perform 4 Rounds. Rest 15-30 seconds between exercises.

Resistance
Training

1A) Split Squat (Foot on Bench)

8 Reps



10 Reps



8 Reps



10 Reps



1B) Basketball Pushups (2 Ball)

10-15 Reps



15-20 Reps



10-15 Reps



15-20 Reps



5-10 Reps



Increase 1-2 Reps



Increase 1-2 Reps



Increase 1-2 Reps



1C) Neutral Grip Pull-ups (or Negatives)

Weeks 1 and 2: Perform 2 Rounds of each exercise consecutively. Rest 30 seconds to 1 minute between exercises. Weeks
3 and 4: Perform 3 Rounds. Rest 15-30 seconds between exercises.
2A) Crossover Step-ups (Each Leg)

10 Reps



15 Reps



10 Reps



15 Reps



2B) Rotational Pushups (Each Side)

5-10 Reps



Increase 1-2 Reps



Increase 1-2 Reps



Increase 1-2 Reps



2C) Inverted Row

8-10 Reps



10-12 Reps



8-10 Reps



10-12 Reps
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Workout: Month 2 - Day 2
Activity

Week 1



Week 2



Week 3



Week 4



Dynamic Flexibility: Quad Stretch, Frankenstein March, Shin Grabs, Side to Side Lunges, Low Lunges, Hip Circles, Pointers

Warm-Up

Squat Series (Normal, Wide, Split, Narrow)

5 Reps Each Position



8 Reps Each Position



2 Sets of 5 Reps
Each Position



2 Sets of 8 Reps
Each Position



Pushup Series (Normal, Wide, Split, Narrow)

3 Reps Each Position



5 Reps Each Position



2 Sets of 3 Reps
Each Position



2 Sets of 5 Reps
Each Position



10 Reps



15 Reps



2 Sets of10 Reps



2 Sets of 15 Reps



5 Reps Each Hand



8 Reps Each Hand



2 Sets of 5 Reps
Each Hand



2 Sets of 8 Reps
Each Hand



Crab Position Single Leg Hip Raises (Each
Leg)
Pushup Core (3 Moves)

Weeks 1 and 2: Perform 2 Rounds of each exercise consecutively. Rest 30 seconds to 1 minute between exercises. Weeks
3 and 4: Perform 3 Rounds. Rest 15-30 seconds between exercises.
8 Reps



10 Reps



8 Reps



10 Reps



1B) Pushup Wall Walk

1-3 Reps



Increase by 1 Rep



Increase by 1 Rep



Increase by 1 Rep



1C) Pull-ups (or Negatives)

4-8 Reps



Increase by 1-2 Reps



Increase by 1-2 Reps



Increase by 1-2 Reps



1A) Forward Lunges

Resistance
Training

Weeks 1 and 2: Perform 2 Rounds of each exercise consecutively. Rest 30 seconds to 1 minute between exercises. Weeks
3 and 4: Perform 3 Rounds. Rest 15-30 seconds between exercises.
2A) Lateral Lunges
2B) Inverted Row
2C) Basketball Pushups (Feet on Ball)

8 Reps



10 Reps



8 Reps



10 Reps



8-10 Reps



10-12 Reps



8-10 Reps



10-12 Reps



8 Reps



10 Reps



8 Reps



10 Reps



Weeks 1 and 2: Perform 2 Rounds of each exercise consecutively. Rest 30 seconds to 1 minute between exercises. Weeks
3 and 4: Perform 3 Rounds. Rest 15-30 seconds between exercises.
3A) 135 Degree Lunges
3B) Lateral Wall Sit

8 Reps



10 Reps



8 Reps



10 Reps



30 Seconds



45 Seconds



30 Seconds



45 Seconds
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Activity
A
De
escriptionss (Ordered Alphabeetically)
135 De
egree Lung
ges

Assu
ume and ath
hletic stance.. While keep
ping your ankles, knees, hips and sh
houlders pointing straigh
ht ahead,
Take
e a diagonal step back behind
b
your body
b
(appro
oximately 135
5 degrees frrom the startting point) w
while keeping
g
yourr stationary foot
f
facing fo
orward and securely
s
on the
t ground. Point your other foot in
n the directio
on you are
lunging. Push yourself back
k to the starting position.. Be sure to maintain go
ood posture a
and balance
e throughout
the e
exercise.
135 Degree Squa
ats

Assu
ume and ath
hletic stance.. While keep
ping your ankles, knees, hips and sh
houlders pointing straigh
ht ahead,
Take
e a diagonal step back behind
b
your body
b
(appro
oximately 135
5 degrees frrom the startting point) w
while keeping
g
yourr stationary foot
f
facing fo
orward and securely
s
on the
t ground. Point your other foot in
n the directio
on you are
lunging. Hold th
his position and
a squat up
p and down towards
t
you
ur back foot. Be sure to m
maintain goo
od posture
and balance thro
oughout the exercise.
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Basketballl Pushups ((1 Or 2)

 1 Basketball:: place one hand
h
on the ground and the
e other hand on a basketb
ball. Keep you
ur ankles, kne
ees, hips, and
d
sshoulders in a straight line.. Lower your body
b
until you
ur chest is clo
ose to the gro
ound, then pre
ess back up to
o the starting
p
position. You can keep the
e ball in place
e for a number of repetition
ns or you can switch the ba
all between each
rrepetition.
 2 Basketballs
s: same as ab
bove except place
p
a ball un
nder each ha
and.

Ba
asketball Pu
ushups (Fee
et on Ball)

Startt in plank po
osition with your
y
arms ex
xtended (han
nds directly u
under your sshoulders) a
and your feett balanced
on a basketball. Your ankles, knees, hip
ps, and shou
ulders shoul d be in a strraight line. Lower your b
body under
ng your shou
ulder blades
s back and keeping
k
yourr elbows app
proximately 4
45 degrees from your
control by drawin
shou
ulder. Keep your head still
s and lowe
er yourself in
nto you are a
about 3 inches above the ground. Im
mmediately
push
h your body back to the starting
s
posiition and rep
peat.
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Chin-ups
C

Assu
ume an unde
erhand grip on a pull-up bar. Hang until your arrms are fully extended. Pull your chin above the
e
bar ((eliminating as much mo
omentum as possible). Slowly
S
lowerr yourself to the starting position.
hin-ups are to
oo difficult, you
y can perfform “negatiives” (which
h means you
u will only be
e doing the
If bodyweight ch
lowe
ering portion of the exerc
cise). Assum
me an underrhand grip on
n a pull-up b
bar. Use a sstep or a parrtner’s
assisstance and get
g your chin
n is above th
he bar (the to
op position o
of a chin-up)). Slowly low
wer yourselff until your
armss are fully ex
xtended (the
e slower the better). The
en “climb” ba
ack up to the
e top position
n and repea
at.

Crab Pos
sition Hip R
Raises

Bala
ance on yourr hands and feet, facing up. Push yo
our hips up, pause brieffly at the top, and then slowly lower
yourr hips (withou
ut your back
kside touchin
ng the groun
nd).
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Cra
ab Position Single Leg Hip Raises
s

Bala
ance on yourr hands and one foot, fac
cing up. Push your hipss up, pause briefly at the
e top, and then slowly
lowe
er your hips (without
(
your backside touching the ground). M
Make sure to work both le
egs equally.

Crawling (Forw
wards and B
Backwards))

Assu
ume a positio
on on all fou
urs by balanc
cing on yourr hands and feet with yo
our knees an
nd elbows slightly bent.
Walkk your body forward and
d backwards through the
e prescribed distance an
nd repetitionss.
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Crosso
over Step-u
ups

Startt by standing
g with a box or bench to your left (12
2-24” in heig
ght). Take a crossover step and placce your rightt
foot on the box (keeping
(
you
ur hips and shoulders
s
facing forward
d). Push thrrough your riight foot, fully extending
yourr leg and driv
ving your leftt knee up. Return
R
to the
e starting po
osition and re
epeat.
Dips

Startt with your arms
a
fully exttended holding onto the dip bars. S
Slowly lower yourself unttil your armss reach a 90
degrree angle. Push
P
your bo
ody back up to the start then
t
repeat..
If bodyweight dip
ps are too diifficult, you can
c perform “negatives”” (which mea
ans you will only be doin
ng the
ering portion of the exerc
cise). Assum
me the top position
p
of a dip. Slowly lower yoursself until your upper arms
s
lowe
are p
parallel to the ground (th
he slower the
e better). Th
hen “climb” b
back up to th
he top positiion and repe
eat.
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Forwarrd Leg Swin
ngs

Stan
nd near a wa
all (for balanc
ce purposes
s) and swing your leg forrward and ba
ackward. Ke
eep your op
pposite foot
flat o
on the groun
nd with minim
mal moveme
ent and be su
ure to mainta
ain good po
osture throug
gh the entire exercise.
Forw
ward Lunges
s

Assu
ume an athle
etic stance. Take
T
a big step
s
forward and keep yo
our ankles, kknees, hips, and shoulders facing
forward. Keep yo
our front low
wer leg perpe
endicular to the ground. Drop your b
back knee cclose to the g
ground and
push
h your body back to the start.
s
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Franke
enstein Marrch

While walking fo
orward and keeping
k
yourr right leg strraight, kick yyour right leg
g up in front of you as high as you
can and try to to
ouch your op
pposite hand’s finger tips
s, then repea
at with the le
eft leg.
Hiip Circles

Stan
nd 2 feet off of
o a sturdy wall
w (arms ex
xtended, pallms on the w
wall). While keeping you
ur bottom foo
ot as flat as
posssible and perrpendicular to
t the wall, make
m
a big circle
c
with yo
our other leg
g.
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Horizon
ntal Leg Swiings

Stan
nd 2 feet off of
o a sturdy wall
w (arms ex
xtended, pallms on the w
wall). While keeping you
ur bottom foo
ot as flat as
posssible and perrpendicular to
t the wall, swing
s
your other
o
leg acrross your body reaching in both directions in a
swee
eping motion
n.
In
nchworm

Startting in pushu
up position, and keeping
g your legs as
a straight ass possible, w
walk your fee
et towards yyour hands
until you feel a stretch.
s
Main
ntain good posture
p
durin
ng the entire
e exercise. T
Try to keep yyour heels down during
each
h step to stre
etch your Ac
chilles. Once
e you have walked
w
your feet in as fa
ar as possiblle, walk yourr hands back
k
out tto the origina
al pushup po
osition.
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Inv
verted Row

Set a bar so thatt it is approx
ximately wais
st height. Po
osition yoursself underne
eath the bar and hold witth an
overrhand grip. Pull
P your che
est towards the bar and pause brieflly. Return to
o the starting
g position an
nd repeat.
NOT
TE: this exerrcise can be made more challenging
g by raising yyour feet and
d placing the
em on a ben
nch or
stability ball.
Kn
nee Hugs

While walking fo
orward, hug your
y
right leg
g into your chest,
c
then sstep and do tthe same thing with you
ur left leg
(then
n repeat aga
ain with yourr right).
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Late
eral Lunges
s

Assu
ume and ath
hletic stance.. While keep
ping your ankles, knees, hips and sh
houlders pointing straigh
ht ahead,
step laterally and
d lower yourr outside hip towards the
e ground (ke
eeping the op
pposing leg straight). P
Push back up
p
to the starting po
osition. Upo
on the desce
ent, focus on
n driving you
ur hips back and keeping
g the heel fla
at. Be sure
to maintain good
d posture and balance th
hroughout th
he exercise.

Late
eral Squats
s

Assu
ume a wide stance.
s
Dro
op your hips and lean to one side of your body. Keep your h
hips, knees, and ankles
facin
ng forward. Stand up to return to your starting position.
p
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Lateral Step-ups
s

Startt by standing
g with a box or bench to your right (1
12-24” in he
eight). Place
e your right fo
oot on the b
box
(app
proximately knee
k
height). Push throu
ugh your right foot, fully extending yyour leg and driving yourr left knee
up. Return to the starting po
osition and repeat.
r

Late
eral Wall Sitt

Startt by standing
g with your shoulder
s
justt a few feet from
f
a wall. Lean again
nst the wall w
with your sho
oulder, hip,
and knee while your
y
oppositte leg is straight and at an
a angle sup
pporting your body.
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Lo
ow Lunge

p forward witth your right leg into a lunge position
n (ankles, kn
nees, hips an
nd shoulderss square to w
where you
Step
are ffacing and keeping yourr torso uprigh
ht). Try and place your rright elbow o
on the groun
nd as close to
o your right
heel as possible
e. Bring yourr feet together and repea
at with the le
eft side.
Neutral Grip Pull-u
ups

Assu
ume a neutra
al grip (palm
ms facing eac
ch other) on a pull-up ba
ar. Hang until your armss are fully exxtended.
Pull your chin ab
bove the barr (eliminating
g as much momentum
m
a
as possible). Slowly lowe
er yourself to the
startting position..
If bodyweight pu
ull-ups are to
oo difficult, you can perfo
orm “negativ
ves” (which means you will only be doing the
lowe
ering portion of the exerc
cise). Assum
me a neutral grip on a pu
ull-up bar. U
Use a step o
or a partner’ss assistance
and get your chin is above th
he bar (the top
t position of a pull-up)). Slowly low
wer yourself until your arrms are fully
y
extended (the slower the better). Then “climb” back
k up to the to
op position a
and repeat.
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Over The Fence
e

Facing laterally to
nee up as high as you ccan and rotate it forward
t the directiion you are going,
g
raise your right kn
you as if you we
ere trying to step
s
over an
n imaginary fence.
f
Then
n do the sam
me thing with
h the left leg (alternating
each
h leg). Keep
p your should
ders and torso facing strraight ahead
d.
Overhead
d Forward L
Lunge

Step
p forward and
d drop into a lunge posittion. At the bottom of th
he lunge, exttend your arrms overhea
ad. Step
forward bringing both feet to
ogether and repeat on th
he other leg.
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Pointers
P

While walking fo
orward and keeping
k
yourr right leg strraight (left le
eg bent) and right foot po
ointed upwa
ards, reach
down
n with your left hand and
d try to touch
h your right toe.
t
Next, ta
ake a step a
and repeat w
with the other side.
Priso
oner Squats
s

Placce your hand
ds behind your head and
d drop your hips
h
toward tthe ground in a squatting position. L
Lower
yourrself until you
ur thighs are
e parallel to the
t ground then push ba
ack up to the
e start. Keep the heels fflat and be
sure to maintain good upperr body postu
ure.
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Pull-ups
P

a overhand grip on a pu
ull-up bar. Let
L your bodyy hang so th
he arms are fully extende
ed. Pull
Pull--ups Take an
yourr chin above the bar (elim
minating as much
m
mome
entum as posssible). Slow
wly lower yo
ourself to the
e starting
posittion.
Pushups
P

Startt in plank po
osition with your
y
arms ex
xtended (han
nds directly u
under your sshoulders). Your ankless, knees,
hips, and should
ders should be
b in a straig
ght line. Low
wer your bod
dy under con
ntrol by draw
wing your sho
oulder
blades back and
d keeping yo
our elbows approximately
y 45 degree
es from your shoulder. K
Keep your he
ead still and
lowe
er yourself in
nto you are about
a
3 inche
es above the
e ground. Im
mmediately p
push your body back to the starting
posittion and repeat.
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Pushup Core
ance yourself in the top position
p
of a push-up (plank position
n). Your han
nds should b
be directly un
nder your
Bala
shou
ulders and yo
our arms should be fully
y extended. Your
Y
feet sh
hould be hip width apart. Keep your ankles,
h repetition and attemptt to keep you
knee
es, hips and shoulders in
n a straight line. Alternatte arms each
ur body still
(minimal hip mov
vement) durring each exercise.

Ha
and to Shou
ulder: balan
nce on one a
arm, and witth the other
arm
m, lightly tou
uch your opp
posite shoulder

Arrm Extensio
on: balance
e on one arm
m and reach your other
arm
m straight o ut in front off your head

Re
each Throug
gh: balance
e on one arm
m and reach
un
nderneath yo
our body with
h your opposite arm
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Pus
shup Series
s
Norma
al: Assume a plank posittion with you
ur arms exte
ended
nees, hips,
(hands directly und
der your sho
oulders). Your ankles, kn
and shoulders sho uld be in a sstraight line. Lower your body
under control
c
by drrawing your shoulder bla
ades back and keeping
your elbows approxximately 45 degrees from your shou
ulders.
Keep your
y
head stiill (and neutrral) and lowe
er yourself u
until you
are 3 in
nches above
e the ground
d. Immediate
ely push you
ur body
back to
o the starting
g position an
nd repeat.

Split: Assume
A
a no
ormal push-u
up position b
but place on
ne hand
slightly
y in front of o
one shoulderr and the oth
her hand slig
ghtly below
the other shoulder (“staggered
d stance”).

Wide: Assume a n
normal push
h-up position
n but place yyour hands
6 inche
es wider than
n your shoullder width.

Narrow
w: Assume a normal pussh-up positio
on but place your
hands just
j
a few in
nches from e
each other.
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Pushup Wall Wa
alk

Assu
ume a push--up position with your fee
et on the wa
all and handss shoulder w
width apart. Slowly push
h your body
backk towards the
e wall with your
y
feet mov
ving up the wall
w and the
en “walk” bacck to the starting position
n.

Quad Walk

While walking fo
orward, pull your
y
left hee
el into your backside,
b
the
en step and do the same
e thing with yyour right
heel (alternating each leg).
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Rotatio
onal Pushu
ups

Assu
ume a plank position with your arms
s extended (h
hands directtly under you
ur shoulderss). Your ankkles, knees,
hips, and should
ders should be
b in a straig
ght line. Low
wer your bod
dy under con
ntrol by draw
wing your sho
oulder
blades back and
d keeping yo
our elbows approximately
y 45 degree
es from your shoulder. K
Keep your he
ead still and
lowe
er yourself un
ntil you are 3 inches abo
ove the grou
und. Immediiately push yyour body ba
ack to the sttarting
posittion. Rotate your hips an
nd shoulders
s and reach your hand to
oward the ce
eiling. Return to the sta
arting
posittion, perform
m a push-up,, and then re
epeat on the
e other side.
Shin
S
Grab

While walking fo
orward, grab your ankle and
a knee an
nd pull towarrds your che
est. Hold forr 2 seconds then switch
legs.
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Side To
o Side Lung
ges

Step
p laterally to your right with your right leg and assume a side
e lunge posittion (ankles, knees, hipss, and
shou
ulders facing
g perpendicu
ular to the dirrection you are
a moving a
and keeping
g your torso upright). Allow your
bodyyweight to sh
hift over your right foot. Bring your feet
f
togetherr and repeatt. Make sure
e to do both sides.
Sp
plit Squats

Assu
ume a lunge
e position witth your ankle
es, knees, hips, and sho
oulders facin
ng forward. W
While keepin
ng an
uprig
ght posture, drop your hips until your back knee is close to tthe ground a
and your fron
nt thigh is pa
arallel with
the g
ground.
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Split Squatts (Foot on Bench)

Assu
ume a standard lunge po
osition with your
y
back fo
oot on a bencch. While ke
eeping an upright posture, drop
yourr hips until yo
our back kne
ee is close to
o the ground
d and your frront thigh is parallel with
h the ground.

Squat Series

1. R
Regular stance: assume a hip width sta
ance. Drop yo
our hips towa
ard the ground
d in a squattin
ng position. Lower yourselff
u
until your thigh
hs are paralle
el to the groun
nd then push back up to th
he start. Keep
p the heels fla
at and be sure
e to maintain
g
good upper bo
ody posture.
Staggered sttance: feet are staggered, one foot in fro
ont of the oth er about shou
ulder width ap
part.
2. S
Wide stance: feet are double hip width apart.
3. W

4. N
Narrow stanc
ce: feet are to
ogether, ankle
es touching.
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Standing Groin Strretch

Startt by standing
g in a wide stance.
s
Drop
p down into a squat possition and wh
hile at the bo
ottom positio
on, use your
elbow
ws to push your
y
knees away
a
from each other. Hold
H
for 2 se
econds then stand back up.
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